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Holographic inversion of Kikuchi electron diffraction patterns
for thin epitaxial NaCl films grown on GaAs(001)
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Abstract

Normal-incidence, multiple-energy Kikuchi electron diffraction patterns (holograms) have been measured for clean
GaAs(001) surface and for thin NaCl films epitaxially grown on a GaAs(001) substrate. Three-dimensional atomic
images of both structures have been obtained directly by the integral-energy phase-summing method. For the clean
semiconductor surface, the superimposed images of Ga and As bulk atoms were well resolved within an accuracy of
0.5 Å. A distinctly different local atomic configuration was found after the deposition of the epitaxial NaCl film.
Possible models of the NaCl/GaAs(001) epitaxy are discussed. A detailed analysis of the reconstructed diffraction
patterns revealed that an initial formation of the Cl–Ga bond occurred in the system, and after deposition of 5 ML
NaCl, the substrate was uniformly covered by a layer at least 3 ML thick. © 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All
rights reserved.
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1. Introduction tion of a Cl–Ga bond with Cl atom in a bridge
position on the GaAs surface. The exact structure
of the interface is still unknown, and in addition,Due to a simple rock-salt structure, alkali
the studies are difficult due to a possible degrada-halides are well suited with which to study the
tion of the alkali halide films by electron-, and/orformation of the interface between ionic and cova-
photon-stimulated desorption [3,4].lent materials. In the case of the NaCl/GaAs(001)

In this paper, we applied the method of Kikuchisystem, the lattice misfit is only 0.4%, which war-
electron holography [5] to learn about the for-rants good conditions for the epitaxial growth.
mation and approximate structure of theThe system was investigated previously by
NaCl/GaAs(001) interface. This method allowsRHEED [1] and XPS [2]. In the case of growth
for short total acquisition times. Therefore, theon the (001) surface, insulating films have a rather
NaCl film structural changes due to the electronregular and flat surface with epitaxial orientations
bombardment could be avoided.NaCl(001)||GaAs(001) and NaCl[001]||GaAs-

A diffraction pattern formed by radiation[001] [1]. Photoemission studies suggest a forma-
emerging from an atomic emitter inside a solid
can be interpreted as a hologram [6 ]. The radiation
emitted directly to the detector is treated as the* Corresponding author. Fax: +48 12-633-70-86;
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additionally scattered on nearby atoms is taken as around individual emitters are superimposed,
which makes investigations of compound samplesthe object wave. The 3D real-space structure can

be directly reconstructed by a numerical Fourier- rather difficult.
transform method [7]. Providing that the closest
environment of every emitter is nearly the same,
the reconstruction gives the average real-space 2. Experimental
image of the sample with ‘an atomic resolution’.
A long-range periodicity of the lattice is not The experiments were performed in an UHV

system ( p<1×10−9 Torr), which consisted of arequired for this technique. Using this method,
atoms below the emitter can also be imaged, which preparation chamber and an analytical chamber.

A GaAs(001) sample was cleaned by repeatedmakes the electron holography particularly suit-
able for the investigation of interfaces. cycles of Ar+ ion sputtering (E=800 eV ) and

annealing to 600°C. After this procedure, theReal-space images reconstructed from a single-
electron energy hologram are largely distorted by LEED pattern showed a c(8×2) reconstruction

[14,15], and no contamination of the surface couldthe artifacts coming from the multiple-scattering,
self-interference and anisotropic character of the be detected with Auger Electron Spectroscopy.

The NaCl film was epitaxially grown on the cleanelectron scattering on a single atom [8,9]. Twin
images can also hinder the proper structure deter- GaAs(001) surface from an effusion cell at a

deposition rate of 1 Å s−1. The film thickness wasmination. A great improvement of the real-space
images can be achieved by applying multiple- monitored by a quartz crystal microbalance. The

substrate temperature during the deposition wasenergy methods. Either the holographic like-trans-
form may be performed on two-dimensional I(h,w) kept at 200°C. On average, a deposition of 5 ML

NaCl was sufficient to produce a (1×1) LEEDdiffraction patterns taken for several different ener-
gies [10] or, as in this work, the I(V ) curves pattern. The epitaxial film orientations were:

NaCl(001)||GaAs(001), NaCl[100]||GaAs[100].measured for several different emission directions
are transformed into the 3D real-space images Normal-incidence Kikuchi patterns were mea-

sured with a conventional automated dour-grid[11]. Although the atomic structure is visualised
directly, the atomic images might be shifted out of reverse-view LEED optics (96° full opening angle)

at room temperature. The calibration was basedthe true positions due to the complicated behaviour
of the scattering amplitude. Thus, the structure on the position of the LEED spots. The acquisition

was performed using a CCD camera (512×512could be determined only with an accuracy of
~0.5 Å. Consequently, this method can effectively pixels, 8 bit), and the images were compressed to

128×128 pixel patterns. Each pattern was takenbe used as a fast direct tool to obtain the approxi-
mate positions of lattice atoms. 10 times and then averaged to improve the signal-

to-noise ratio. In order to eliminate the BraggInelastic or quasi-elastic interactions of medium
energy electrons with surfaces result in a loss of spots, two images for different suppresor values

were measured and subtracted for each energythe external coherence of the scattered beam. The
so-called ‘Kikuchi electrons’ can be treated as [16 ]. Consequently, the resulting patterns were

free from the secondary electron background asspherical waves emitted from atoms, which served
as back-scattering centres for the external beam. well as from the elastic scattering contribution to

the image intensity. For the GaAs(001) sample,The electron waves interacting with atoms sur-
rounding the emitters produce diffraction patterns the diffraction patterns were measured for energies

corresponding to equally spaced k-intervals(electron holograms). The acquisition of Kikuchi
diffraction patterns is very efficient and allows (dk=0.1 Å−1) in the range of 200–993 eV

(k=7.24–16.14 Å−1) . In order to avoid possiblemultiple-energy measurements [12]. However, this
method has no chemical sensitivity such as that degradation of the NaCl films due to electron-

stimulated desorption (ESD), the number of mea-present, for example, in photoelectron diffraction
[13]. Consequently, the images of the structure sured holograms for NaCl/GaAs (001) system was
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considerably reduced so that the total acquisition angle [7]. Therefore, the oscillations of the for-
ward-scattered beam (h#0°) are slow. In order totime was shorter than 30 s. Real-space reconstruc-

tion images obtained for such a selected subset of image atoms above the emitter by means of the
Fourier-like transform, one has to collect I(V ) forthe holograms (236–450 eV, dk=0.2 Å−1) were

still of good quality for both GaAs and at least one full period. Consequently, a rather
wide energy range is required for the measurementNaCl/GaAs.
[17]. However, in order to image the back-scatter-
ing atoms (h#180°), a sampling with a much
shorter interval is required. In this work, the3. Data processing and reconstruction procedure
sampling interval (Dk) and the energy range for
acquisition have been chosen to image only atomsThe I(V ) curves for individual emission direc-

tions (~128×128 directions) were derived from a in the back-scattering cone.
We have used the reconstruction algorithm ini-complete set of the previously measured holo-

grams. A polynomial background (second order) tially proposed for photoelectron difraction [11],
and later applied for Kikuchi electron holographywas subtracted from each curve by a least-square

fit procedure. In this way, strong forward-focusing [12,17]. Normalised I(V ) curves for a given emis-
sion direction, i.e. x(kk̂), were first Fourier-trans-peaks (zero order diffraction peaks) were

eliminated. formed according to:
For the scattering geometry presented in Fig. 1,

the diffracted beam intensity oscillations are
w

k̂
(r)=Pkmax

k
min

x(kk̂)e−ikreikrdk, (1)
described by kr

i
(1−cosh

i
), where k is the electron

wave vector value, r
i

is the distance of the ith
scatterer to the emitter, and h

i
is the scattering and then individual transforms were summed over

Fig. 1. Scattering geometry of the experiment. (a) Visual representation of the emitter and the scatterers in the hologram formation
process. (b) Oscillations of the scattered beam intensity plotted as a function of k vector value for the forward and back-scattering
atoms (isotropic scatterers in single scattering approximation). The period of the function depends on the scattering angle. For atoms
in the forward scattering cone, the oscillations are slower. The surface normal is in the z-axis direction and |r1|=|r2|.
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the emission direction:

w(r)=∑
k̂

w
k̂
(r). (2)

The real space was represented by |w(r)|2 or
|rw(r)|2, where the second expression takes into
account the radial fall-off of the scattered waves.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Clean GaAs(001) surface

Fig. 2a shows the Kikuchi electron diffraction
pattern measured for the clean GaAs(001) surface
at the energy E=384 eV. The I(V ) curves for each
‘emission’ direction were derived from a set of
analogous patterns recorded at several different
energies. Typical normalised curves are shown
in Fig. 2b.

The 3D image of the real-space obtained from
the measured data by the holographic transform
[Eqs. (1) and (2)] is presented in Fig. 3. The
reconstructed volume is a cube of 8×8×8 Å3. The
emitter is located in the centre of the cube. Its
position is labelled by a small sphere. Each point
of the real-space image (64×64×64 pixels) is
represented by a small bubble. The grey-scale level
of the bubble represents the calculated intensity
( light–low intensity, dark–high intensity, a thresh-
old value of 35% of the maximum intensity was
used for the elimination of weaker features).
Apparently, the bubble agglomerates shown in
Fig. 3 represent superimposed images of atoms ‘as
seen’ from all non-equivalent emitters in the near
surface region. The images of atoms of the two
planes below the emitters are clearly resolved.
Atoms in the emitter plane and above it are not
visible. This is the consequence of the energy range

Fig. 2. Kikuchi electron diffraction on a clean GaAs(001) crys-and energetic grid size used in the acquisition
tal. (a) Kikuchi pattern measured for energy of 384 eV. (b)process [12,16 ] as discussed above.
Normalised I(V ) curves derived from a set of holograms

In order to perform a more exact analysis of recorded at several energies shown for various directions. The
the reconstructed real-space, its two-dimensional h angle is measured with respect to the 110� direction.
cuts were performed and are presented in Fig. 4.
The imaged area is 8×8 Å2, and the inverted gray
scale was used for the intensity (this time, no given z-co-ordinate containing the images of four

atoms in the first plane below the emitter (z=threshold value for elimination of weaker inten-
sities was used). The (001) cuts obtained for a 0.98 Å) and another four atoms in the second
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originating from the anisotropic character of
electron scattering; thus, it is not caused by a
surface reconstruction. This statement is confirmed
by the fact that images of deeper atoms in the
−110� direction are shifted by the identical value.

The four atomic images shown in Fig. 4b corre-
spond to the atoms in the plane located at
~1/2a0 below the emitter (the inter-planar spacing
in the GaAs structure is 1/4a0=1.41 Å;
a0=5.63 Å) and are again shifted by about 0.4 Å
in the normal direction. The shifts in the (001)
plane are lower than 0.2 Å for all atoms. The finite
angular and energetic ranges used in the experi-
ment cause a visible elongation of atomic images
in the (110) cuts (Fig. 4c and d). The features
coming from the surface reconstruction of the
GaAs(001) [14,18] cannot be recognised in any ofFig. 3. Three-dimensional real-space reconstruction of the local

structure of the GaAs(001). The cube dimensions are the presented cuts. In the normal incidence geome-
8×8×8 Å3. An ‘average’ emitter in the centre of the cube is try, the signal is dominated by the scattering on
marked by a small sphere. Each point of the real-space image the bulk atoms. The structure of the reconstructed
(64×64×64 pixels) is represented by a small bubble. The grey-

layer may be examined in the grazing incidencescale level of the bubble represents the calculated intensity
geometry [19].( light–low intensity, dark–high intensity). A threshold value of

35% of the maximum intensity was used for the elimination of
weaker features. 4.2. NaCl/GaAs(001) epitaxial film

Fig. 5 shows the Kikuchi electron patterns (E=
384 eV ) after deposition of 5 ML NaCl film on toplane below the emitter (z=2.28 Å) are shown in
the semiconductor substrate. The presented imagesFig. 4a and b, respectively. The (110) perpendicu-
show structural changes of the film structure duelar cuts in the emitter plane and at the distance of
to the electron beam irradiation (I~1 mA mm−2)1.9 Å from the emitter are shown in Fig. 4c and
as a function of the irradiation time. The pattern

d, respectively. Schematic drawings of the local
presented in Fig. 5a was recorded just after switch-

GaAs(001) bulk structure (‘as seen’ from the emit- ing of the electron beam on (t=0). Clearly, this
ter) are presented in Fig. 4e. pattern has a different shape to that recorded for

The four maxima in the Fig. 4a correspond to the clean GaAs(001) sample, reflecting a new
two pairs of atoms as seen from the emitters (Ga NaCl structure formed at the surface. For a more
or As atoms) located either in the even or in the prolonged electron bombardment, the pattern
odd surface layer. For the GaAs(001) structure, becomes more diffused due to ESD, as seen in
the atoms in even, and odd sub-surface layers are Fig. 5b (t=45 s). After an even longer time
non-equivalent. It can be seen that two atomic (Fig. 5c, t=120 s), the Kikuchi pattern is almost
images in the −110� direction are weaker than isotropic, and the features present in the pattern
those in the perpendicular 110� direction. This is recorded for the clean GaAs(001) surface are also
due to the attenuation of the signal coming from invisible. This indicates that the NaCl film is not
emitters located in a deeper layer. Nevertheless, totally removed from the substrate but rather has
the atoms in at least the third surface layer can be a disordered structure due to metallization [3].
imaged. The positions of those images are shifted The 3D real space-reconstruction is shown in
in the 001� direction by approximately 0.5 Å Fig. 6. In this case, five atomic images representing

only one plane below the emitter are visible. Itsfrom the bulk GaAs positions. This is an artifact
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Fig. 4. Cuts of the real-space image from Fig. 3. (a) (001) cut in the distance of 0.98 Å below emitter. The inter-planar spacing in
the GaAs(001) structure is 1/4a0=1.41 Å. (b) (001) cut at the distance of 2.3 Å below the emitter. (c) (−110) cut in the emitter
plane. (d) (−110) cut at the distance of 1.9 Å from the emitter. (e) Schematic drawing of the atomic positions in the GaAs(001)
bulk structure corresponding to images (a–d).

distance below the emitter (2.28 Å) corresponds emitter, there are no atoms, in contrast to
the GaAs(001) images from Fig. 4. The atomroughly to 1/2a0 (a0=5.65 Å for NaCl ), i.e. to the

inter-planar spacing of the NaCl structure. In the directly below the emitter is imaged slightly below
the four neighbouring atoms. This shift of the(001) plane located at a distance of 1/4a0 from the
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structure are presented in Fig. 7. For this multi-
emitter system, the structure cannot be determined
unequivocally. At first, it is possible that only the
NaCl film is imaged. The image of the atom
located directly below the emitter represents a
superimposed image of the Na and Cl ions ‘as
seen’ from either Cl or Na emitters (for this
structure, all emitters in the different layers are
equivalent). The four remaining images corre-
spond to the Cl ions imaged from the Cl emitter
located in the plane above. The intensity of the
Na atomic images at these positions can be
neglected due to the weaker scattering amplitude,
as shown by the single scattering cluster calculation
[20]. The images of Na atoms (visualised by a Cl
emitter) not placed directly into the back-scattering
cone are invisible due to effects resulting from the
shape of the scattering amplitude. The same effect
was present in the case of GaAs structure, whereFig. 5. Kikuchi pattern of 5 ML thin NaCl/GaAs(001) epitaxial
atoms ‘seen’ on wider angles were invisible. Infilm recorded at energy of 384 eV. (a) The pattern was

taken just after the switching the electron beam on, (b) after addition, the acquisition parameters are chosen to
time t=45 s, and (c) t=120 s of the electron irradiation enhance the atoms in a rather shallow back-scatter-
(I~1 mA mm−2). ing cone.

Secondly, if the strong Cl–Ga bond is formed
at the interface, the atomic images can correspond
to the Ga atoms imaged from the Cl or Na atom
of the NaCl film. The atomic image of the atom
directly below the emitter corresponds to the Ga
atom viewed from a Cl atom bonded to it. The
other features can be interpreted as images of Ga
atoms ‘as seen’ by the Na emitter. In this case, the
Ga–Cl distance should be of the order of 1/2a0.
The Na atoms could be situated closer to the
GaAs surface since there are no atoms directly
below the Na emitter at the interface (see Fig. 7b).
The schematic drawing of the structure reflecting
the two possibilities is presented next to the real-
space cuts. The second option, however, is less
probable. The Na atom acts as a weaker scatterer
and emitter, and the images of the Ga atoms ‘seen’
by such a emitter should have weaker intensities.

Fig. 6. Three-dimensional reconstruction of the real-space of From the results presented above, there is no
NaCl/GaAs(001).

evidence of the bridge location for the Cl atom
above the pair of Ga substrate atoms discussed in
Ref. [2]. Of course, the existence of the bridge siteatomic position may be again due to the aniso-
cannot be judged if the real-space images corre-tropic scattering.

The real-space cuts of the 3D reconstructed spond only to the epitaxially grown NaCl film and
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Fig. 7. Cuts of the real-space image from Fig. 6. (a) (001) cut at the distance of 0.98 Å below the emitter. (b) (001) cut 2.3 Å below
the emitter. In the inset, the (001) cut 2.8 Å below the emitter is shown. (c) (−110) cut in the emitter plane. (d) (110) cut at the
distance of 1.9 Å from emitter. (e) Schematic drawing of atomic configurations corresponding to the images in (a–c) if only atoms
of the NaCl layers are considered. (f ) The same as (e) but if the structure of the interface is imaged and the Cl–Ga bond is formed.
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not to the interface structure. In other cases, such Acknowledgements
a position is rather unlikely.
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